Temperature dependence of thermal boundary resistances between multiwalled carbon nanotubes and some typical counterpart materials.
We directly measured the temperature dependence of thermal boundary resistances (TBRs) between multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and different materials at elevated temperatures. Using the steady-state heat flow and the noncontacted measurement method, we could conveniently obtain the TBR-temperature relations. Our results indicate that the TBR-temperature relations vary distinctively with different contact materials when heating temperatures change from about 300 to 450 K; that is, the CNT-metal TBRs increase with increasing temperatures, whereas the CNT-insulator TBRs decrease. As a comparison, the TBRs between superaligned MWCNTs were measured and we found that the CNT-CNT TBRs remain basically unchanged as temperatures increase. We also found that the magnitude of TBRs between MWCNTs and different materials could differ from each other significantly. These results suggest that the choice of the right electrode may have an obvious influence on the thermal properties and other properties of the CNT-based devices. From another perspective, in view of some existing theoretical models about TBRs, our results support the validity of the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in the calculation of CNT-solid TBRs at elevated temperatures.